Your Grandfather's Crystal Radio Toy May
Be the Global Internet Of The Future




Nuclear weapon-proof
Solar storm proof
Free Internet forever

Cell Phone companies, Comcast, Cox Cable and politicians paid by them, will do anything to stop you
from finding out about this!
Did you know that the Internet does not actually have any pipes? There is nothing in physics that stops
you from running your current Internet connection a thousand times faster than you are ALLOWED to
run it today. You can watch, share, make and upload 4K video all day long, on the same internet you
have from any provider, except THEY won't let you. The only thing that stops you, are the corporations
that you get your Internet from. They don't like you having “too much power”.
These companies make money by controlling information. That is the biggest service they sell.
Lobbyists and other corporations buy that service. If you could see anything that was going on and
broadcast anything that you wanted to, you would break their media control system.
Now you can!
You will see old black and white TV shows, and movies that show an old codger twiddling a dial on a
little box while he listened, intently, to a set of headphones. That box had no more than a little rock, a
piece of crystal, and a strand of wire, to make it operate. It was called a crystal radio set. You can still
buy them on Ebay and in retro-toy stores on-line and in hipster shopping neighborhoods.
Buy one, they are not very expensive. The shocking thing about them is that they are so simple and
they work with, essentially, a rock and a wire.
Nuclear attacks and solar storms fry all electronics except these. Some enthusiasts even use versions of
these to listen to solar storms, for fun.
Now, a number of open-source project teams are taking this simple technology and building mesh
networked peer-to-peer Internet's with them. The devices are self-powered by ambient energy that is
already flying around right next to you, it is in the air, everywhere.
They do not need to be very powerful. They only need to reach the person, or unit, near you. They form
an instant mesh that IS part of the internet. You can add more range, power and features with battery, or
solar powered, add-ons, but the basic device is self-sufficient.
Image the structure of a spider-web or a football stadium full of audience members performing “The
Wave”; it's like that. Many tiny connection points, or many individuals, all connect together to make a
much bigger thing happen simply because they shared a connection or a common activity.
That is the power of this new type of device. It requires little, or no power, yet it offers the greatest

power on Earth: Free, unlimited, communication.
HOW CRYSTAL RADIOS WORK

Crystal radio
 This article is about unpowered radio receivers. For crystal-controlled oscillators (as used in
radios), see Crystal oscillator.
"Crystal set" redirects here. For the Australian rock band, see The Crystal Set.

 Boy listening to a modern crystal radio
A crystal radio receiver, also called a crystal set or cat's whisker receiver, is a very simple radio
receiver, popular in the early days of radio. It needs no other power source but that received solely from
the power of radio waves received by a wire antenna. It gets its name from its most important
component, known as a crystal detector, originally made from a piece of crystalline mineral such as
galena.[1] This component is now called a diode.
Crystal radios are the simplest type of radio receiver[2] and can be made with a few inexpensive parts,
such as a wire for an antenna, a coil of copper wire for adjustment, a capacitor, a crystal detector, and
earphones.[3] They are distinct from ordinary radios as they are passive receivers, while other radios
use a separate source of electric power such as a battery or the mains power to amplify the weak radio
signal so as to make it louder. Thus, crystal sets produce rather weak sound and must be listened to
with sensitive earphones, and can only receive stations within a limited range.[4]
The rectifying property of crystals was discovered in 1874 by Karl Ferdinand Braun,[5][6][7] and
crystal detectors were developed and applied to radio receivers in 1904 by Jagadish Chandra Bose,[8]
[9] G. W. Pickard[10] and others.
Crystal radios were the first widely used type of radio receiver,[11] and the main type used during the
wireless telegraphy era.[12] Sold and homemade by the millions, the inexpensive and reliable crystal

radio was a major driving force in the introduction of radio to the public, contributing to the
development of radio as an entertainment medium around 1920.[13]
After about 1920, crystal sets were superseded by the first amplifying receivers, which used vacuum
tubes (Audions), and became obsolete for commercial use.[11] They, however, continued to be built by
hobbyists, youth groups, and the Boy Scouts[14] as a way of learning about the technology of radio.
Today they are still sold as educational devices, and there are groups of enthusiasts devoted to their
construction[15][16][17][18][19][20] who hold competitions comparing the performance of their
home-built designs.[21][22]
Crystal radios receive amplitude modulated (AM) signals, and can be designed to receive almost any
radio frequency band, but most receive the AM broadcast band.[23] A few receive shortwave bands,
but strong signals are required. The first crystal sets received wireless telegraphy signals broadcast by
spark-gap transmitters at frequencies as low as 20 kHz.[24][25]
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History

A family listening to a crystal radio in the 1920s

Greenleaf Whittier Pickard's US Patent 836,531 "Means for receiving intelligence communicated by
electric waves" diagram

Radio receiver, Basel, Switzerland, 1914

NBS Circular 120 Home Crystal Radio Project
Crystal radio was invented by a long, partly obscure chain of discoveries in the late 19th century that
gradually evolved into more and more practical radio receivers in the early 20th century; it constitutes
the origin of the field of electronics. The earliest practical use of crystal radio was to receive Morse
code radio signals transmitted, from spark-gap transmitters, by early amateur radio experimenters. As
electronics evolved, the ability to send voice signals by radio caused a technological explosion in the
years around 1920 that evolved into today's radio broadcasting industry.

Early years
Early radio telegraphy used spark gap and arc transmitters as well as high-frequency alternators
running at radio frequencies. At first a Branley Coherer was used to detect the presence of a radio
signal. However, these lacked the sensitivity to detect weak signals.
In the early 20th century, various researchers discovered that certain metallic minerals, such as galena,
could be used to detect radio signals.[26][27]
In 1901, Bose filed for a U.S. patent for "A Device for Detecting Electrical Disturbances" that
mentioned the use of a galena crystal; this was granted in 1904, #755840.[28] The device depended on
the large variation of a semiconductor's conductance with temperature; today we would call his
invention a bolometer.[citation needed] Bose's patent is frequently, but erroneously, cited as a type of
rectifying detector. On August 30, 1906, Greenleaf Whittier Pickard filed a patent for a silicon crystal
detector, which was granted on November 20, 1906.[29] Pickard's detector was revolutionary in that he
found that a fine pointed wire known as a "cat's whisker", in delicate contact with a mineral, produced
the best semiconductor effect (that of rectification).
A crystal detector includes a crystal, a special thin wire that contacts the crystal and the stand that holds
those components in place. The most common crystal used is a small piece of galena; pyrite was also
often used, as it was a more easily adjusted and stable mineral, and quite sufficient for urban signal
strengths. Several other minerals also performed well as detectors. Another benefit of crystals was that
they could demodulate amplitude modulated signals. This mode was used in radiotelephones and voice
broadcast to a public audience. Crystal sets represented an inexpensive and technologically simple
method of receiving these signals at a time when the embryonic radio broadcasting industry was
beginning to grow.

1920s and 1930s
In 1922 the (then named) US Bureau of Standards released a publication entitled Construction and
Operation of a Simple Homemade Radio Receiving Outfit.[30] This article showed how almost any
family having a member who was handy with simple tools could make a radio and tune into weather,
crop prices, time, news and the opera. This design was significant in bringing radio to the general
public. NBS followed that with a more selective two-circuit version, Construction and Operation of a
Two-Circuit Radio Receiving Equipment With Crystal Detector, which was published the same year
[31] and is still frequently built by enthusiasts today.
In the beginning of the 20th century, radio had little commercial use, and radio experimentation was a
hobby for many people.[32] Some historians consider the autumn of 1920 to be the beginning of
commercial radio broadcasting for entertainment purposes. Pittsburgh station KDKA, owned by
Westinghouse, received its license from the United States Department of Commerce just in time to
broadcast the Harding-Cox presidential election returns. In addition to reporting on special events,
broadcasts to farmers of crop price reports were an important public service in the early days of radio.
In 1921, factory-made radios were very expensive. Since less-affluent families could not afford to own
one, newspapers and magazines carried articles on how to build a crystal radio with common household
items. To minimize the cost, many of the plans suggested winding the tuning coil on empty pasteboard
containers such as oatmeal boxes, which became a common foundation for homemade radios.

Valveless amplifier
A "carbon amplifier" consists of a carbon microphone and an electromagnetic earpiece that shares a
common membrane and case. This was used in the telephone industry and in hearing aids nearly since
the invention of both components and long before vacuum tubes. This could be readily bought or made
from surplus telephone parts for use with a crystal radio.[citation needed] Unlike vacuum tubes, it
could run with only a flashlight or car battery.

Crystodyne
In early 1920s Russia, devastated by civil war, Oleg Losev was experimenting with applying voltage
biases to various kinds of crystals for manufacture of radio detectors. The result was astonishing: with a
zincite (zinc oxide) crystal he gained amplification.[33][34][35] This was negative resistance
phenomenon, decades before the development of the tunnel diode. After the first experiments, Losev
built regenerative and superheterodyne receivers, and even transmitters.
A crystodyne could be produced in primitive conditions; it can be made in a rural forge, unlike vacuum
tubes and modern semiconductor devices. However, this discovery was not supported by authorities
and soon forgotten; no device was produced in mass quantity beyond a few examples for research.

"Foxhole radios"

"Foxhole radio" used on the Italian Front in World War 2. It uses a pencil lead attached to a safety pin
pressing against a razor blade for a detector.
In addition to mineral crystals, the oxide coatings that form on many metal surfaces are semiconductors
and can rectify, and crystal radios have been improvised using detectors made from rusty nails,
corroded pennies, and many other common objects.
When Allied troops were halted near Anzio, Italy during the spring of 1944, personal radio receivers
were strictly prohibited as the Germans had equipment that could detect the local oscillator signal of
superheterodyne receivers. Crystal sets lack local oscillators, hence they could not be detected, so some
resourceful soldiers constructed "crystal" sets from discarded materials to listen to news and music.
One type used a blue steel razor blade and a pencil lead for a detector. The lead point touching the
semiconducting oxide coating (rust) on the blade formed a crude point-contact diode. By lightly
dragging the pencil lead across the surface of the blade, they could find sensitive spots which could
bring in stations. The lead of the pencil is made of graphite and clay and so it would inhibit further
corrosion that would result if copper or iron wire was used in its place. Any further corrosion at the
point of contact would ruin that diode effect. The sets were dubbed "foxhole radios" by the popular
press, and they became part of the folklore of World War II.
In some German-occupied countries during WW2 there were widespread confiscations of radio sets
from the civilian population. This led determined listeners to build their own "clandestine receivers"
which frequently amounted to little more than a basic crystal set. However, anyone doing so risked
imprisonment or even death if caught, and in most parts of Europe the signals from the BBC (or other
allied stations) were not strong enough to be received on such a set.

Later years
While it never regained the popularity and general use that it enjoyed at its beginnings, the circuit is
still used. The Boy Scouts kept the construction of a radio set in their program since the 1920s. A large
number of prefabricated novelty items and simple kits could be found through the 1950s and 1960s,
and many children with an interest in electronics built one.
Building crystal radios was a craze in the 1920s, and again in the 1950s. Recently, hobbyists have

started designing and building examples of the early instruments. Much effort goes into the visual
appearance of these sets as well as their performance, and some outstanding examples can be found.
Annual crystal radio 'DX' contests (long distance reception) and building contests allow these set
owners to compete with each other and form a community of interest in the subject.

Design

Pictorial diagram from 1922 showing the circuit of a crystal radio. This common circuit did not use a
tuning capacitor, but used the capacitance of the antenna to form the tuned circuit with the coil. The
detector might have been a piece of galena with a whisker wire in contact with it on a part of the
crystal, making a diode contact
A crystal radio can be thought of as a radio receiver reduced to its essentials.[3][36] It consists of at
least these components:[23][37][38]
 An antenna in which electric currents are induced by the radio waves.
 A tuned circuit able to select the frequency of the desired radio station out of all the frequencies
received by the antenna, and to reject all others. This circuit consists of a coil of wire (called an
inductor) and a capacitor connected together, so as to create a circuit that resonates at the
frequency of the desired station, and hence "tune" in that station. One or both of the coil or
capacitor is adjustable, allowing the circuit to be tuned to different frequencies. In some circuits
a capacitor is not used, as the antenna also serves as the capacitor. The tuned circuit has a
natural resonant frequency that allows radio waves at that frequency to pass, while rejecting
waves at all other frequencies. Such a circuit is also known as a bandpass filter.
 A semiconductor crystal (detector) which extracts the audio signal (modulation) from the radio
frequency carrier wave. The crystal does this by allowing current to pass through it in only one
direction, blocking the other half of the oscillations of the radio wave. This rectifies the
alternating current radio wave to a pulsing direct current, whose strength varies with the audio
signal. This current can be converted to sound by the earphone, while the full un-rectified signal
could not. Early sets used a cat's whisker detector, consisting of a fine wire touching the surface
of a sample of crystalline mineral such as galena. It was this component that gave crystal sets
their name.
 An earphone to convert the audio signal to sound waves so they can be heard. The low power
produced by crystal radios is typically insufficient to power a loudspeaker, hence earphones are
used.
The sound power produced by the earphone of a crystal set comes solely from the radio station being

received, via the radio waves picked up by the antenna.[3] The power available to a receiving antenna
decreases with the square of its distance from the radio transmitter.[39] Even for a powerful
commercial broadcasting station, if it is more than a few miles from the receiver the power received by
the antenna is very small, typically measured in microwatts or nanowatts.[3] In modern crystal sets,
signals as weak as 50 picowatts at the antenna can be heard.[40] Crystal radios can receive such weak
signals without using amplification only due to the great sensitivity of human hearing,[3][41] which
can detect sounds with an intensity of only 10−16 W/cm2.[42] Therefore, crystal receivers have to be
designed to convert the energy from the radio waves into sound waves as efficiently as possible. Even
so, they are usually only able to receive stations within distances of about 25 miles for AM broadcast
stations,[43][44] although the radiotelegraphy signals used during the wireless telegraphy era could be
received at hundreds of miles,[44] and crystal receivers were even used for transoceanic
communication during that period.[45]
Commercial passive receiver development was abandoned with the advent of reliable vacuum tubes
around 1920, and subsequent crystal radio research was primarily done by radio amateurs and
hobbyists.[46] Many different circuits have been used.[2][47][48] The following sections discuss the
parts of a crystal radio in greater detail.

Antenna
The antenna converts the energy in the electromagnetic radio waves striking it to an alternating electric
current in the antenna, which is connected to the tuning coil. Since in a crystal radio all the power
comes from the antenna, it is important that the antenna collect as much power from the radio wave as
possible. The larger an antenna, the more power it can intercept. Antennas of the type commonly used
with crystal sets are most effective when their length is close to a multiple of a quarter-wavelength of
the radio waves they are receiving. Since the length of the waves used with crystal radios is very long
(AM broadcast band waves are 182-566 m or 597–1857 ft. long)[49] the antenna is made as long as
possible,[50] out of a long wire, in contrast to the whip antennas or ferrite loopstick antennas used in
modern radios.
Serious crystal radio hobbyists use "inverted L" and "T" type antennas, consisting of hundreds of feet
of wire suspended as high as possible between buildings or trees, with a feed wire attached in the center
or at one end leading down to the receiver.[51][52] However more often random lengths of wire
dangling out windows are used. A popular practice in early days (particularly among apartment
dwellers) was to use existing large metal objects, such as bedsprings,[14] fire escapes, and barbed wire
fences as antennas.[44][53][54]

Ground
The wire antennas used with crystal receivers are monopole antennas which develop their output
voltage with respect to ground. They require a return circuit connected to ground (the earth). The
ground wire was attached to a radiator, water pipe, or a metal stake driven into the ground.[55][56] In
early days if an adequate ground connection could not be found a counterpoise was sometimes used.

[57][58] A good ground is more important for crystal sets than it is for powered receivers, as crystal
sets are designed to have a low input impedance needed to transfer power efficiently from the antenna.
A low resistance ground connection (preferably below 25 Ω) is necessary because any resistance in the
ground dissipates power from the antenna.[50] In contrast, modern receivers are voltage-operated
devices, with high input impedance, hence little current flows in the antenna/ground circuit. Also,
mains powered receivers are grounded adequately through their power cords, which are in turn attached
to the earth by way of a well established ground.

Tuned circuit

The earliest crystal receiver circuit did not have a tuned circuit
The tuned circuit, consisting of a coil and a capacitor connected together, acts as a resonator, similar to
a tuning fork.[58] Electric charge, induced in the antenna by the radio waves, flows rapidly back and
forth between the plates of the capacitor through the coil. The circuit has a high impedance at the
desired radio signal's frequency, but a low impedance at all other frequencies.[59] Hence, signals at
undesired frequencies pass through the tuned circuit to ground, while the desired frequency instead
passes through the detector (diode) and stimulates the earpiece and is heard. The frequency of the
station "received" is the resonant frequency f of the tuned circuit, determined by the capacitance C of
the capacitor and the inductance L of the coil:[60]

In inexpensive sets, the inductor coil had a sliding spring contact that pressed against the windings that
could slide along the coil, thereby introducing a larger or smaller number of turns of the coil into the
circuit, thus varying the inductance, "tuning" the circuit to the frequencies of different radio stations.[1]
Alternatively, a variable capacitor is used to tune the circuit.[61] Some modern crystal sets use a ferrite
core tuning coil, in which a ferrite magnetic core is moved into and out of the coil, thereby varying the
inductance by changing the magnetic permeability.[62]
The antenna is an integral part of the tuned circuit and its reactance contributes to determining the

circuit's resonant frequency. Antennas usually act as a capacitance, as antennas shorter than a quarterwavelength have capacitive reactance.[50] Many early crystal sets did not have a tuning capacitor,[63]
and relied instead on the capacitance inherent in the wire antenna (in addition to significant parasitic
capacitance in the coil[64]) to form the tuned circuit with the coil.
The earliest crystal receivers did not have a tuned circuit at all, and just consisted of a crystal detector
connected between the antenna and ground, with an earphone across it.[1][63] Since this circuit lacked
any frequency-selective elements besides the broad resonance of the antenna, it had little ability to
reject unwanted stations, so all stations within a wide band of frequencies were heard in the
earphone[46] (in practice the most powerful usually drowns out the others). It was used in the earliest
days of radio, when only one or two stations were within a crystal set's limited range.
Impedance matching

"Two slider" circuit.[46] The two sliding contacts on the coil allowed the impedance of the radio to be
adjusted to match the antenna as the radio was tuned, resulting in stronger reception
An important principle used in crystal radio design to transfer maximum power to the earphone is
impedance matching.[46][65][66] The maximum power is transferred from one part of a circuit to
another when the impedance of one circuit is the complex conjugate of that of the other; this implies
that the two circuits should have equal resistance.[1][67][68] However, in crystal sets, the impedance of
the antenna-ground system (around 10-200 ohms[50]) is usually lower than the impedance of the
receiver's tuned circuit (thousands of ohms at resonance),[69] and also varies depending on the quality
of the ground attachment, length of the antenna, and the frequency to which the receiver is tuned.[40]
Therefore, in better receiver circuits, to match the antenna impedance to the receiver's impedance, the
antenna was connected across only a portion of the tuning coil's turns.[60][63] This made the coil act as
an impedance matching transformer (in an autotransformer connection) in addition to its tuning
function. The aerial's low resistance was increased (transformed) by a factor equal to the square of the
turns ratio (the number of turns the antenna was connected across, to the total number of turns of the
coil), to match the resistance across the tuned circuit.[68] In the "two-slider" circuit, popular during the
wireless era, both the antenna and the detector circuit were attached to the coil with sliding contacts,
allowing (interactive)[70] adjustment of both the resonant frequency and the turns ratio.[71][72][73]
Alternatively a multiposition switch was used to select taps on the coil. These controls were adjusted
until the station sounded loudest in the earphone.

Problem of selectivity

Direct-coupled circuit with impedance matching[46]
One of the drawbacks of crystal sets is that they are vulnerable to interference from stations near in
frequency to the desired station; that is to say, they have low selectivity.[2][4][40] Often two or more
stations are heard simultaneously. This is because the simple tuned circuit doesn't reject nearby signals
well; it allows a wide band of frequencies to pass through, that is, it has a large bandwidth (low Q
factor) compared to modern receivers.[4]
The crystal detector connected across it worsened the problem, because its relatively low resistance
"loaded" the tuned circuit, thus damping the oscillations, and reducing its Q.[40][74] In many circuits,
the selectivity was improved by connecting the detector and earphone circuit to a tap across only a
fraction of the coil's turns.[46] This reduced the impedance loading of the tuned circuit, as well as
improving the impedance match with the detector.[46]
Inductively coupled receivers

Inductively-coupled circuit with impedance matching. This type was used in most quality crystal
receivers

Amateur-built crystal receiver with "loose coupler" antenna transformer, Belfast, around 1914
In more sophisticated crystal receivers, the tuning coil was replaced with an adjustable air core antenna
coupling transformer[1][46] which improved the selectivity by a technique called loose coupling.[63]
[73][75] This consisted of two magnetically coupled coils of wire, one (the primary) attached to the
antenna and ground and the other (the secondary) attached to the rest of the circuit. The current from

the antenna created an alternating magnetic field in the primary coil, which induced a voltage in the
secondary coil which was then rectified and powered the earphone. Each of the coils functioned as a
tuned circuit that was tuned to the frequency of the station: the primary coil resonated with the
capacitance of the antenna (or sometimes another capacitor), and the secondary coil resonated with the
tuning capacitor. The two circuits interacted to form a resonant transformer.
Reducing the coupling between the coils, by physically separating them so less of the magnetic field of
one intersects the other (reducing the mutual inductance), narrows the bandwidth, resulting in much
sharper, more selective tuning than that produced by a single tuned circuit.[63][76] However this
involved a tradeoff; the looser coupling also reduced the amount of signal getting through the
transformer. The transformer was made with adjustable coupling, to allow the listener to experiment
with various settings to get the best reception.
One design common in early days, called a "loose coupler", consisted of a smaller coil inside a larger
coil.[46][77] The smaller coil was mounted on a rack so it could be slid linearly in or out of the larger
coil. If interference was encountered, the smaller coil would be slid further out of the larger, loosening
the coupling and narrowing the bandwidth, to better reject the interfering signal.
The antenna coupling transformer also functioned as an impedance matching transformer, to match the
antenna impedance to the rest of the circuit. One or both of the coils usually had several taps which
could be selected with a switch, to adjust the turns ratio.
Coupling transformers were difficult to adjust, because the three adjustments, the tuning of the primary
circuit, the tuning of the secondary circuit, and the coupling of the coils, were all interactive, and
changing one affected the others.[78]

Crystal detector
Main article: Cat's whisker detector

Galena cat's whisker detector

Germanium diode used in modern crystal radios (about 3 mm long)

How the crystal detector works.[79][80] (A) The amplitude modulated radio signal from the tuned
circuit. The rapid oscillations are the radio frequency carrier wave. The audio signal (the sound) is
contained in the slow variations (modulation) of the size of the waves. This signal cannot be converted
to sound by the earphone, because the audio excursions are the same on both sides of the axis,
averaging out to zero, which would result in no net motion of the earphone's diaphragm. (B) The crystal
conducts current better in one direction than the other, producing a signal whose amplitude does not
average zero but varies with the audio signal. (C) A bypass capacitor is used to remove the radio
frequency carrier pulses, leaving the audio signal
In early sets, the detector was a cat's whisker detector, a fine metal wire on an adjustable arm that
touched the surface of a crystal of a semiconducting mineral.[1][6][81] This formed a crude unstable
semiconductor diode (Schottky diode), which allowed current to flow better in one direction than in the
opposite direction.[82] Modern crystal sets use modern semiconductor diodes.[74] The detector
rectified the alternating current radio signal to a pulsing direct current, the peaks of which traced out
the audio signal, so it could be converted to sound by the earphone, which was connected in series (or
sometimes in parallel) with the detector.[23][80]
The rectified current from the detector still had radio frequency pulses from the carrier in it, which did
not pass well through the high inductance of the earphones. A small capacitor, called a blocking or
bypass capacitor, was often placed across the earphone terminals to bypass these pulses around the
earphone and then to ground,[83] although the earphone cord usually had enough capacitance that this
component could be omitted.[41][63]
In a cat's whisker detector only certain sites on the crystal surface functioned as rectifying junctions,

and the device was very sensitive to the pressure of the crystal-wire contact, which could be disrupted
by the slightest vibration.[6][84] Therefore, a usable contact point had to be found by trial and error
before each use. The operator dragged the wire across the crystal surface until a radio station or "static"
sounds were heard in the earphones.[85] An alternative adjustment method was to use a batterypowered buzzer attached to the ground wire to provide a test signal.[85] The spark at the buzzer's
electrical contacts served as a weak radio transmitter, so when the detector began working, the buzz
could be heard in the earphones, and the buzzer was then turned off.
Galena (lead sulfide) was probably the most common crystal used in cat's whisker detectors,[73][84]
but various other types of crystals were also used, the most common being iron pyrite (fool's gold,
FeS2), silicon, molybdenite (MoS2), silicon carbide (carborundum, SiC), and a zincite-bornite (ZnOCu5FeS4) crystal-to-crystal junction trade-named Perikon.[41][86] Crystal radios have also been made
with rectifying junctions improvised from a variety of common objects, such as blue steel razor blades
and lead pencils,[41][87] rusty needles,[88] and pennies[41] In these, a semiconducting layer of oxide
or sulfide on the metal surface is usually responsible for the rectifying action.[41]
In modern sets a semiconductor diode is used for the detector, which is much more reliable than a cat's
whisker detector and requires no adjustments.[41][74][89] Germanium diodes (or sometimes Schottky
diodes) are used instead of silicon diodes, because their lower forward voltage drop (roughly 0.3V
compared to 0.6V[90]) makes them more sensitive.[74][91]
All semiconductor detectors function rather inefficiently in crystal receivers, because the low voltage
signal level is too low to result in much difference between forward better conduction and reverse
weaker conduction. To improve the sensitivity of some of the early crystal detectors, such as silicon
carbide, a small forward bias voltage was applied across the detector by a battery and potentiometer.
[92][93] Bias can move the diode's operating point higher on the detection curve to produce more
signal voltage at the expense of less signal current (higher impedance). There is a limit to the benefit
that this produces, depending on the other impedances of the radio. This improved sensitivity by
moving the DC operating point to a more desirable voltage-current operating point (impedance) on the
junction's I-V curve.

Earphones

Circuit with detector bias battery to improve sensitivity and buzzer to adjust cat's whisker

Modern crystal radio with piezoelectric earphone
The requirements for earphones used in crystal sets are different from earphones used with modern
audio equipment. They have to be efficient at converting the electrical signal energy to sound waves,
while most modern earphones are designed for high fidelity reproduction of the sound.[94] In early
homebuilt sets, the earphones were the most costly component.[95]
The early earphones used with wireless-era crystal sets had moving iron drivers that worked in a
similar way to the horn loudspeakers of the period; modern loudspeakers use a moving-coil principle.
Each earpiece contained a magnet wound with coils of wire to form an electromagnet, with poles close
to a steel diaphragm. When the audio signal from the radio was passed through the electromagnet's
windings, it created a varying magnetic field that augmented or diminished that due to the permanent
magnet. This varied the force of attraction on the diaphragm, causing it to vibrate. The vibrations of the
diaphragm pushed and pulled on the air in front of it, creating sound waves. Standard headphones used
in telephone work had a low impedance, often 75 Ω, and required more current than a crystal radio
could supply, so the type used with radios was wound with more turns of finer wire and had an
impedance of 2000-8000 Ω.[96][97][98]
Modern crystal sets use piezoelectric crystal earpieces, which are much more sensitive and also smaller.
[94] They consist of a piezoelectric crystal with electrodes attached to each side, glued to a light
diaphragm. When the audio signal from the radio set is applied to the electrodes, it causes the crystal to
vibrate, vibrating the diaphragm. Crystal earphones are designed as ear buds that plug directly into the
ear canal of the wearer, coupling the sound more efficiently to the eardrum. Their resistance is much
higher (typically megohms) so they do not greatly "load" the tuned circuit, allowing increased
selectivity of the receiver.
However the earphone's higher resistance, in parallel with its capacitance of around 9 pF, creates a low
pass filter which removes the higher audio frequencies, distorting the sound.[99] So sometimes a
bypass capacitor is not needed (although in practice a small one of around 0.68 to 1 nF is often used to
help improve quality), and instead a 10-100 kΩ resistor must be added across the earphone's input.
[100]

Although the low power produced by crystal radios is typically insufficient to drive a loudspeaker,
some homemade 1960s sets have used one, with an audio transformer to match the low impedance of
the speaker to the circuit.[101] Similarly, modern low-impedance (8 Ω) earphones cannot be used
unmodified in crystal sets because the receiver does not produce enough current to drive them. They
are sometimes used by adding an audio transformer to match their impedance with the higher
impedance of the circuit.

Use as a power source
A crystal radio tuned to a strong local transmitter can be used as a power source for a second amplified
receiver of a distant station that cannot be heard without amplification.[102]:122–123
There is a long history of unsuccessful attempts and unverified claims to recover the power in the
carrier of the received signal itself. Traditional crystal sets use half-wave rectifiers. As AM signals have
a modulation factor of only 30% by voltage at peaks[citation needed], no more than 9% of received
signal power (
) is actual audio information, and 91% is just rectified DC voltage. Given
that the audio signal is unlikely to be at peak all the time, the ratio of energy is, in practice, even
greater. Considerable effort was made to convert this DC voltage into sound energy. Some earlier
attempts include a one-transistor[103] amplifier in 1966. Sometimes efforts to recover this power are
confused with other efforts to produce a more efficient detection.[104] This history continues now with
designs as elaborate as "inverted two-wave switching power unit".[102]:129
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During the
wireless telegraphy era before 1920, crystal receivers were "state of the art", and sophisticated models
were produced. After 1920 crystal sets became the cheap alternative to vacuum tube radios, used in
emergencies and by youth and the poor.
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